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What is ECCO?
ECCO is Prospectus Group’s cloud-based platform for reporting data to support Substance
Abuse Block Grant Reporting requirements in North Carolina. All ECCO’s features work
together to support Workforce Development and Effective Prevention Practice by enhancing the
way systems:
1. Administer, collaborate on, and track technical assistance (TA)
2. Report progress and capture data
3. Disseminate knowledge and information

Updated December 2020
Version 3.0
nctraining.info
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Requesting an ECCO Account
Access ECCO from the North Carolina Training and Technical Assistance Homepage at
nctraining.info. If you do not already have an ECCO Account, you may request one by
following the steps outlined below.
Step 1 – Visit the NCTTA Website at nctraining.info
Click on ECCO then LOGIN (see below)
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Step 2 – Create An Account
From the ECCO Homepage choose Create An Account. (see below)

Step 3 – Complete Needed Information (see next page for screen shot)
From the Create An Account ECCO Screen complete the following fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Step 1: Fill In Your Information
First Name of the Account Holder
Last Name of the Account Holder
Preferred Username of the Account Holder
Telephone Number of the Account Holder
Email Address of the Account Holder
Step 2: Agency (LME/MCO) Employed By – Select Region from the drop-down box
After clicking on the appropriate LME/MCO the next field will be populated by agencies
that provide services in the selected region. Choose your Agency.
Step 3: Position – Select Position held from the drop-down box
If you are associated with more than one agency, please add that in Step 4: Associated
Agencies
If you serve more than 1 LME/MCO, please note that in Step 5: Notes of Administrator
Section. If you are an LME/MCO, please choose your region and 1 agency, then list all
others in the Notes section along with the words LME/MCO Representative.
Click on Create a New Account.
Email the North Carolina Training and Technical Assistance Help Desk at
nctta@ncpreventiontta.org to notify staff that a new Account Request was
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submitted. NCTTA will assist in the collection of other needed information and
request account tracking.
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How to Reset Your ECCO Password
There may be times when users must reset their ECCO Password to access the system.
Step 1 – Visit the NCTTA Website
Access the NCTTA Website at nctraining.info and click on ECCO Sign In (see below)
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Step 2 – Choose Forgot My Password from ECCO
From the ECCO Homepage choose Forgot My Password. (see below)

Step 3
On the Forgot Password Screen complete the following steps:
1. Enter the email address that was used to create the ECCO Account.
2. Click on Submit.
3. Email the North Carolina Training and Technical Assistance Help Desk at
nctta@ncpreventiontta.org to notify staff that a Password Reset Request was
submitted. NCTTA will assist in the collection of other needed information and
ensure ECCO Password Reset.
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Navigating within ECCO
Step 1 – Visit the NCTTA Website
Access ECCO from the North Carolina Training and Technical Assistance Web Page at
nctraining.info.

Step 2 – Use your Username and Password to Log into ECCO.
Log into ECCO using your supplied User ID or E-Mail Address and Password. If a User ID and
Password was requested but not received within two business days, contact the NCTTA Help
Desk at nctta@ncpreventiontta.org for assistance as soon as possible.
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After successfully accessing the ECCO System Homepage (Dashboard) you will see several
boxes, each of which links to a system feature. Standard features include Help-Desk, ECCO
Technology Help-Desk, Briefcase, and Plan and Report.
Step 3 – Note the Four Primary Options on the ECCO Homepage also known as Dashboard
(See Below)
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North Carolina is currently using
• ECCO Technology Help-Desk
o The ECCO Technology Help-Desk is a place to submit system related issues.
• Help-Desk
o The Help-Desk section is a place where providers can submit a request with any
issues or questions that they may have related to ECCO. This may include
uploading documentation, questions on reports, intervention requirements, and
other issues. Once the provider has completed all required questions and
uploaded any documentation related to the issue they will click submit and the
NCTTA Center will receive notification of the issue to start working to resolve it.
• Briefcase
o The Briefcase is a place where providers upload and store Mission Critical
Completed Reports and documents, such as Needs Assessment Reports,
Capacity Reports, Planning Documents, and others. Items in Briefcase can be
accessed by those who have access to the agency's information.
• Plan & Report
o Plan & Report is a place where providers will create Intervention Profiles, Update
Implementation Progress (Action Plan Status), Enter Process Data by Hours and
Enter Process Data by Reach.
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How to use the Help-Desk Button and Help Buttons on the bottom of
the Dashboard
Option 1 – Accessing the Help Desk from the Help-Desk Block (see below)
There are two ways to access online automated help from the NCTTA Center. The first is the
Help-Desk Block located on the ECCO Home Page/Dashboard. When clicking on the HelpDesk Block area you will be redirected via a new web browser window to a full screen version of
the public NCTTA Help-Desk. The Help Desk can be searched by key words or by category.
The Help Desk contains a real time searchable ECCO Manual, a printable ECCO Manual along
with Videos that support ECCO Use. In Addition, the NCTTA Help Desk also serves as the
primary repository of NCTTA training materials, recordings, best practice documents and other
resources. The Help-Desk is also where you will be able to submit a NCTTA request.

After clicking on the Help Desk Block users will be directed to the NCTTA Help Desk ECCO
Section for browsing. Users can also search by key term using the search box.
To submit a Help Desk Ticket request form, all sections with a red asterisk must be completed.
Upload any documentation that is related that you think will assist in resolving the request that
was submitted. A member of the NCTTA Center will reach out to you within 24 business hours
to answer your question. Our goal is to respond as soon as possible to your request. You will
receive an email from our automated Help Desk Ticketing System indicating your request has
been received. (See Below)
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Step 1: Click on Submit a request (see below)
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Step 2: Fill out all sections marked with a red asterisk (see below)

Option 2 – Accessing the online Help Button within ECCO
Users can click on the Online Help Button on any ECCO Screen that is in the upper right-hand
area of the screen on the Dashboard. (see below)
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Example of the Help Desk Button on Any ECCO Screen

Type in keywords related to the issue you are having. If there are articles that are related to the
issue that you are having it will be available in this box. If not, continue to the Help box to submit
a help desk ticket to leave a message for TTA Center Staff. (See Below)

You may also send a message to the NCTTA Center from the same help button by clicking on
Leave a Message if you do not find your answer by searching the keyword of the issue. Once
submitted someone from the NCTTA Center will review and reach out to you within 24 business
hours. (See Below)
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Using the Briefcase
The Briefcase is a place where providers upload and store Mission Critical Completed Reports
and documents, such as Needs Assessment Reports, Capacity Reports, Planning Documents,
and others. Items in Briefcase can be accessed by those who have access to the agency's
information.
Step 1- Click on the Briefcase on the ECCO Homepage (see below)
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Step 2 – Document Uploads
1. Click Upload Item and attach your document.
2. To locate the document(s) you want to upload click Browse this will take you to the files
located on your device. You can upload multiple files by pressing the CTRL key while
selecting the files. Upload doc, docx, pdf, xls or xlsx file only.
3. Select an Intervention Naming Tag associated with the document you are uploading.
Intervention Tags are based on the names of your newly created intervention and
indicated by year. Make sure to choose the correct Intervention Name associated with
the correct year.
4. Documents will be labeled in chronological order.
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Example of uploading a document into the briefcase screen capture
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Please Note: The name of a tag is based on the name of the program/intervention chosen in the
initial Intervention Profile Box when first adding a new intervention.
Example of selecting a tag related to the document that was uploaded screen capture

Example of an ECCO Organizational Briefcase with Document Uploaded Screen Capture
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Briefcase Sort and Search Options
The Briefcase now allows users to search and sort their uploaded files. Users may sort by using
the following options:
•
•
•
•

Upload Order
File Name Search
By Tag Drop Down Box
By File Name Drop Down Box

Example of an ECCO Organizational Briefcase with Document Uploaded Screen Capture
Search Features
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Removing a Document from the Briefcase
1. Navigate to the Briefcase Dashboard.
2. Documents will be labeled in reverse chronological order. Sort and Search using built in
ECCO Features to find your file.
3. Hover the cursor over the item to see file name.
4. Click the trashcan icon to remove the file from Briefcase.
How to Remove a Document from the ECCO Briefcase Screen Capture Detail
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5. You will be asked are you sure you want to delete this file

6. Confirmation of successful removal of file
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How to Create Intervention Profiles
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT CREATING INTERVENTION
PROFILES FOR
2020-2021 FISICAL YEAR.
PLEASE READ!

User will create new intervention profiles
for ALL INTERVENTIONS. Please note
the new INTERVENTION APPROVAL
PROCESS BELOW.

Why are we asking providers to create brand new profiles?
A significant point of error system wide across ECCO is the creation of Intervention Profiles and
specifically, Part B (Classify Intervention question). Part B is the foundation of the ECCO
Intervention Profile Set Up Process. If Part B is not correctly set up, then subsequent ECCO
reporting screens will not appropriately appear for the user and reporting will be
inaccurate. Thus, we need to start with a new and accurate foundation for the 2020-2021
year to improve data quality.
Creating new profiles - how will this increase data quality?
When providers create new Intervention Profiles and complete Part B in ECCO (Classify
Intervention), user should note the following items:
Question #2 - Strategy Model/Intervention Name is now an automated search and dropdown box. Instead of manually typing in information from the Master Grid, users must
select the intervention from the ECCO System.
Question #3 – The Intervention Type automatically populates based on the Strategy
Model/Intervention Name chosen in Question #3.

Question #4 - IOM Category automatically populates for all Intervention Types except
for Prevention Education. If your Intervention Type is a Prevention Education Curriculum
25

that can be delivered via multiple IOM Categories users must choose the respective IOM
Category in Question #5. Other Intervention Types pre-populate automatically. Please
let the TTA Center know if you have questions with this feature.
Question #5 - Service Type automatically populates based on the Strategy Model Name
Chosen. As you can see, Part B is much improved and provides fewer opportunities for
error than before. It is essential for the user to accurately choose the correct Strategy
Model/Intervention Name under Question #2.
Step 1 – Click on Plan & Report
From the ECCO Dashboard Click on Plan and Report. (See Below)
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Step 2 – Review the Implementation Approval Process (See Below)

There is now an Approval Process that has been implemented in ecco that must be completed
before entering any data. From the Implementation Planning Screen there are three trays.
When the Implementation Approval Process Tray is chosen there will be a chart that outlines
the process for Intervention Creation, Submission, Review, Approval and Returns. Please
review this chart to familiarize yourself with the timeline of the Intervention Approval Process.
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Step 3 – Choose Create & Edit IP (See Below)
From the Implementation Planning Screen click Create/Edit IP. You may access this in two
different locations, above and below the intervention years for the organization. The button
above is Orange and the one below is Blue
Above:

Below:

Checking In!
Thus far we have discussed reasons why we are asking users to create new Intervention
Profiles and the new Intervention Approval Process. We will now cover how to create a
new Intervention by clicking on Add Intervention. Remember we use the Add
Intervention Button for all Intervention Profiles.
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Step 4 – Creating New Interventions
Click on Add Intervention. (See Below)

Step 4 – Using the New Add Intervention Box
After clicking on Add Intervention ECCO will provide the following Success Screen click OK and
a new Intervention Profile Box will be added as the first block on your screen (top). Note this is
a change from prior years. There is also a reduction in the number of questions the user is
being asked to enter.
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Top of ECCO Intervention Profile Screen Capture

Step 5 – Enter Requested Information
Complete the Intervention Profile Box Information Requirements
Required Information for a new Intervention Profile on the ECCO Intervention Profile Screen
Profile Box Label

Instructions

Program/Intervention Provide a Unique Name for the Intervention that will
Name
not be confused with other Strategies. For
Example, if you enter the same strategy twice (i.e.
Lock Your Meds for two different communities) then
you need to differentiate in the title.
Contract Year
Choose the current Contract Year (Program Year)
from the drop-down box.
Counties
Choose the County(ies) that the provided
Intervention will be delivered in.
Step 6 – Submit for Processing
Save and Confirm

1. After entering the required data in the Intervention Profile Box Click on the Save Icon
that looks like the below icon near the bottom of your Box.
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2. After clicking on the Save Icon, if the new Intervention Profile is successfully accepted by
the ECCO System, users will be presented with a Success Pop Up Box within the
Browser. Click OK to move to the next step – then scroll down to access Part A.
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Completing Parts A, B and D of your newly created
Intervention Profile
The next step to set up your newly created Intervention Profile is to enter detailed information
regarding your plans and activities. Information is broken down into four separate parts within
ECCO as indicated below:
Required Information for each new Intervention Profile Screen Capture

Part

Title

Part A

Provide Starting Information

Part B

Classify the Intervention

Part C

Supporting Documents - Inactive

Part D

Action Steps

Additional Information
Will include the same
information for every
intervention profile (aka
strategy) you complete.
This will be different for each
intervention (aka strategy)
profile you complete.
Inactive- Please refer to the
briefcase.
This will be different for each
intervention (aka strategy)
profile you complete. Best
Practice Steps will
prepopulate. Providers may
then add Action Steps that
are unique to your respective
program efforts.

Part A: Provide Starting Information
After clicking on the Blue Save Icon within your Intervention Profile Box scroll down to access
Parts A, B and D on the bottom of the current screen. Part A should be visible (if not, simply
click on Part A) as indicated below:
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Part A of the ECCO Intervention Profile Screen Capture

Make sure to click on Edit button to enter/change information.
Required Information for Part A of the New Intervention Profile Screen Capture
ECCO Category
Fillers Name:
Email:

Phone:

Select Funding
Source:
State Level
Manager:
Email:
Phone:

Instructions
Enter name for whomever fills out the intervention profile or agency
contact (determined by each provider agency) (i.e. Charlie Brown).
Enter email for whomever fills out the intervention profile or agency
contact (determined by each provider agency) (i.e.
CharlieBrown@acme.com).
Enter phone number for whomever fills out the intervention profile or
agency contact determined by each provider agency (i.e. 555-5555555).
Click on SAPBG from the drop-down menu for all block grant funded
work. For other sources, choose the appropriate funding source.
Enter “Jessica Dicken”
Enter “jessica.dicken@dhhs.nc.gov”
Enter “919-715-2432”

Click Save button to save your work.
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Part B: Classify the Intervention
Click on Part B Classify the Intervention (See Below).

Step 1 - Use the Drop-Down Box or Search Feature
Use the Drop-Down Box to Answer Question 2. Strategy Model/Intervention Name
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Step 2 – Auto Population
Once you have chosen the Strategy Model/Intervention Name Question 3- 5 will auto-populate
based on information from the Approved Strategies List. Please note that if you do not choose
the correct Strategy Model/Intervention Name the integrity of your data could be compromised.
(See Below)
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Step 3 – Enter Setting(s)/Location(s) for the Intervention
Once questions 1-5 have been completed, question 6. Setting/location will require manual
entry as this response is based on location/setting. You may add multiple settings/locations
under the same intervention.

Part C: Supporting Documents – No Longer Active
Part C is no longer active. Please upload and tag your documents in the Briefcase.
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Part D: Action Plans
A provider must complete Action Plans for each Environmental and Youth Prevention Education
Strategy. In addition, Action Plans for Synar are required for Law Enforcement and Media.
Action Plans are Required for the
Following Interventions
Environmental
Youth Prevention Education
Synar – Law Enforcement
Synar – Media
The “Best Practice Steps” listed in the DMH/SAS Block Grant Education and Environmental
Strategy/Intervention Guidance Document are the primary action steps listed in Part D of
ECCO. A provider must add additional action steps for each prevention
education/environmental strategy.
What does this mean within ECCO?
Best Practice Action Steps are pre-populated for users within the Environmental, Youth
Prevention Education, Synar – Law Enforcement and Synar – Media Interventions. Providers
may add program specific action steps to compliment the system generated action steps.

After completing Parts A and B of the new Intervention Profile, select Part D – Action Steps to
complete. (See Below)
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Part D of the ECCO Intervention Profile Screen Capture
Pre-Populated Action Plan Example
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Required Information for entering Action Plans
ECCO
Question
Number
2

3
4
5

ECCO
Question/Label
Action Step
Description

Resources
Needed

7

Projected Start
and End Dates
Would you like
TA on this
Action Step?

8

Best Practice Steps are pre-populated for each
Environmental and Youth Prevention Education Strategy. In
addition, Action Plans for Synar are required for Law
Enforcement and Media.

Actions
Taken/Delivered
Responsible
Parties
Location Notes

6

Instructions

Supplemental Action Steps are required when necessary
and should be entered by Prevention staff.
Indicate the specific action steps taken when appropriate
during the creation process.
Provide the responsible prevention staff and other parties.
Be specific with names and/or titles when possible.
Indicate specific locations of where the Action Step will take
place (specific community location, prevention provider
office, etc.).
Resources can be monetary or in kind and include
staff/human capacity, partnerships or agreements.
A resource does not have to cost.
Indicated the expected Start and End Dates of the Action
Step.
Currently Non-Operational.

Examples for Question #2 and #3
Question #2: Action Step Description
Planning 1: The prevention provider must
receive approval for each curriculum
Planning 2: Each prevention provider
delivering the program has completed
Youth Prevention Education (YPE)
training
Planning 3: Each prevention provider
delivering the program has meet required
developer training requirements, as
necessary

Question #3: Actions Taken*
Program on approved YPE list. No approval
necessary.
Training completed on June 7-8, 2018. See
training certificate uploaded in Part C.

No developer training required

*Actions Taken, at a minimum, should be updated with progress information semiannually in ECCO. It is recommended that progress is updated MONTHLY for EACH
applicable Education and Environmental intervention action plan.
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Action Plans may (and generally do) have multiple action steps, for each action step make sure
to click on the blue Add New Action Step Button to continue submitting details for each. Use
this feature when you want to add your Action Steps relevant to your respective situation.
Required Information for entering Action Plans
Add New Action Step Detail for Local Action Steps

STOP!
After you complete all parts of Part
A, B and D you may submit your
intervention for review. Do not
enter any process data until your
intervention has been approved.
Once you have submitted your
intervention you will not be able to
make changes to the Intervention
Profile. You will be able to edit your
Action Plan from the Action
Planning screen.
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Submitting Your Intervention Profile
Step 1: Submit Your Intervention Profile for Review
Once you have completed Parts A-D you will choose the submit button and a black dot will
appear beside the Intervention Profile to confirm that the Intervention is in Submitted Status.
Please note the blue box that indicates if a profile has been submitted or not. Once a profile has
been submitted parts A and B cannot be edited. (See below)
Click the green Submit button once you have completed Parts A, B and D
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Please note that once you Submit the Intervention Profile it will then say Submitted

Once an Intervention has been submitted you cannot make changes to the Intervention Profile
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Upon return to the Implementation Planning Dashboard you will find a black dot beside of the
Intervention Name confirming it is in Submission Status

STOP!
Once you have
submitted one or
more interventions
please send an email
to NC TTA at
ncpreventiontta.org
to let a staff member
know.

Step 2– Intervention Under Review
When the intervention is under review by an NC TTA Staff Member or Administrator you will
notice that the black dot will change to orange. Please note that no changes can be made to an
intervention when it is under review. Please gives NC TTA Staff 24-48 hours to review the
Intervention Profiles that have been submitted.
Once the Intervention Profile is under review the dot will turn orange
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Step 3 – Intervention Approval/Return

Once the intervention has been you reviewed you will see that it has either been approved with
a green dot beside the intervention name or a red dot indicating that it has been returned. You
will also receive an email from someone with NC TTA with confirmation that it has been
approved or an explanation of why it was returned for revisions.
If the Intervention Profile is returned the dot will be red

If the Intervention Profile is approved the dot will be green

Once an intervention has been approved you may proceed with entering data.
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How to Update Implementation Progress (Action Plan Status)
The status of Action Plans can be updated and marked as completed within ECCO by using the
Update Implementation Progress feature via the Implementation Planning Dashboard.
Update
Implementation
Progress

Update Implementation Progress

Data from submitted Action Plans provided in ECCO Part D are automatically copied into the
Update Implementation (Action Steps) Progress Screen. Action Steps can also now be sorted
by Action Step Name (Filter by Name) by Month (Filter by Month) or Filter by Date (Exact Date).
(See Below).

Graphic #1 – Filtering Options
Implementation Progress/Action Step Screen

Action plans are to be updated on the Implementation Progress/Action Step Screen. Actions
Taken, at a minimum, should be updated with progress information semi-annually in ECCO. It
is recommended that progress is updated MONTHLY for EACH applicable Education and
Environmental intervention action plan.
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Graphic #2 – Implementation Progress/Action Steps
Update Implementation Progress Screen Capture
Data Pulled from Sample Completed Action Plan

Action Step
Completion
Toggle and Date

Enable Action
Step Email
Reminder

Update Actions
Taken/Delivered

Fields to Consider When Updating or Completing Implementation Progress

Item
Instructions
Filter by Name

Filter by Action Taken (Step).

Filter by Month

Filter Action Taken (Step) by month.

Filter by Date

Filter Action Taken (Step) by date.

Actions
Taken/Delivered

Enable Action Step
Email Reminder

Actions delivered, at a minimum, should be updated with
progress information semi-annually in ECCO. It’s
recommended that progress is updated MONTHLY for
EACH applicable Education and Environmental
intervention action plan.
Click box to enable ECCO Reminders for the Action
Taken (Step).

Click when
Complete/Date

Upon completion of the Action Taken (Step), toggle
button to green and indicate date completed.
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Example Actions Taken/Delivered for Question #3
Question #3: Actions Taken/Delivered*
Program on approved YPE list. No
approval necessary.
Training completed on June 7-8,
2018. See training certificate uploaded in
Part C.
No developer training required

Process Data Entry – Hours Only
Instructions for Completing Process Data Reach Hours Only
Step 1 – Choosing Plan and Report
From the ECCO Dashboard/Home Page click on Plan and Report.

Step 2 – Click on the Blue Hour Button in the Right-Hand Side of the Screen
Click on the Blue Hours button (see arrow below). This is found on the main Plan and Report
Intervention Page within each agency/LME/MCO. You will be able to enter all hours for every
intervention (aka strategy) by clicking on the Hours button. The Interventions that are available
for hours are ONLY the ones that you have created as intervention profiles.
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ECCO Implementation Planning Dashboard – Hours Button Screen Capture

Step 4 – Reviewing the Actual Hours Data Entry Screen
Clicking on the Black Hours button takes users to the Hours Data Entry page.

Example Hours ECCO Data Entry Screen based on Intervention Type Screen Capture
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Step 5 – Entering Hours
Entering Hours by Staff Person and Intervention.
Required Information for entering Staff Hours Screen Capture
ECCO Category

Instructions

Name

To maintain consistency and accuracy, enter each staff member’s
name the same way, every time. i.e. Jane Preventionist should not be
entered as “Mary Jane Preventionist” another time.

Interventions

Date
Direct Hours

This is very important – if you see a drop-down box of names, make
sure to choose the correct name listed. Names provided via drop down
box on this screen is due to your computer’s cache and cookies not
provided by ECCO. Thus, data entry errors in this question can be
high.
Select the correct intervention from the drop-down box.
Example: For Needs Assessment, select “Needs Assessment”
Select the specific date.
This is the time you spent doing/conducting/implementing the
intervention.
Examples of direct hours for Needs Assessment include: collecting
data and/or doing key informant interviews etc.

Training

Time can be added in .25 increments.
This is the time you spent participating in training or TA for this
intervention (as appropriate).
Examples include Training and Technical Assistance Center Offerings.

Documentation

Time can be added in .25 increments.
This is the time you spent doing paperwork for the intervention (as
appropriate).
Examples for Needs Assessment include: adding information into the
Needs Assessment spreadsheet

Travel

Time can be added in .25 increments.
This is the time you spent traveling to/from your office to the
intervention (as appropriate).
Examples for Needs Assessment include: Travel to/from your office for
the August/September Needs Assessment training and/or for interviews
or environmental scans.

Planning

Time can be added in .25 increments.
This is the time you spent preparing for the intervention.
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Examples for Needs Assessment include: creating questions for key
informant interviews, scheduling interviews, plotting routes for
environmental scans, etc.

Hours

Time can be added in .25 increments.
This will automatically sum after every entry

Step 6 – Add Hours Set
Users may click on Add Hours Set to add multiple sets of hours for an individual user as
indicated below.

Additional Hours
may be entered on
the same screen
for individual users
servicing multiple
interventions.
Click ‘Add Hours Set’ to
enter additional hours.

Step 7 – Submit Provided Information
Click the blue Submit button to enter your hours
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Process Data Entry – Reach Only Overview
Step 1
From the ECCO Dashboard/Home Page click on Plan and Report.
Primary ECCO Homepage and Dashboard

Step 2
Click on the respective Intervention Profile Name to provide a drop-down drawer with four blue
icons (see arrows provided on the next two screenshots). This is found on the main Plan and
Report intervention page within each agency/LME/MCO.
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ECCO Implementation Planning Dashboard – Drop Down Drawer Screen Capture

Click to open drop down drawer
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ECCO Implementation Planning Dashboard – Drop Down Drawer with Menu Bar Screen
Capture

After clicking on the Intervention,
the drop-down drawer will appear
with four possible options.

Step 3
Click on Process Data to proceed to the Process Evaluation Dashboard. The Dashboard is
where we will report Intervention Data.

Click on the Bar Chart titled:
Process Data
53

Step 4 – After clicking on Process Data the following screen will appear.
Important Note! The below screen capture provides information for a sample Community
Based Process Intervention. While reporting questions will vary based on the chosen strategy,
the ‘select reporting period’ data range requirement remains constant with a drop-down box.
ECCO Process Evaluation Dashboard Screen Capture

Important Information About How
the Profile was Setup/Created

Reporting Area
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ECCO Process Evaluation Dashboard Screen Capture – Expanded View

Expanded View of the
Reporting Area –
Questions will change
based on the Intervention
Type.
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Step 5
Choose the month in which data will be entered (the Reporting Period). The Reporting period
will auto-default to the current month unless you select a different reporting period.
ECCO Process Evaluation Dashboard Screen Capture – Expanded View

Click on drop
down box to
choose
reporting period
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Reach Data Entry – for Prevention Education
Step 1
After updating the ‘Select reporting period’ drop down box with the appropriate reporting period,
click on the About Intervention reporting option.
Prevention Education - About Intervention Requirement

Instructions for Completing Reach
Prevention Education
About Intervention Section
ECCO
Question
Question
Number
1
Was this intervention
active during this
reporting period?

2

Project Start Date

Instructions
Yes
Action: Save and Complete Required Reporting
Elements required.
No
Action: Save and proceed to next intervention to report
on.
Field inactive currently.
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3

Project End Date

Field inactive currently.

4

Service
groups/populations
served by intervention
(Select all that apply).
What were the
format(s) of the
prevention education
intervention this
reporting period?
(Select all that apply).
Is this a recurring
intervention in which
the same group of
people are served over
multiple sessions?
Number of new groups
started this reporting
period.

Click inside of box and use drop down menu to select all
groups and populations that are served by the Youth
Education Program.

Number of sessions
completed?

Indicate the number of Prevention Education Sessions
Completed.

5

6

7

8

Click inside of box and use drop down menu to select all
delivery formats that were used to deliver the Youth
Education Programs this reporting period.

Indicate Yes or No.

Indicate the number of new Prevention Education
Groups started during this reporting period.

After completing this section make sure to Save your work.
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Step 2
After updating the About Intervention Section of Youth Prevention Education, it is time to
address the Participants reporting screens. Make sure to click on Edit to make change and
Save to save your work, these buttons can be found at the bottom of the page.
Prevention Education - Participants Requirement
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Instructions for Completing Reach
Prevention Education
Participants Section
ECCO
Question
Number
9

10
11
12

13

14

15

Question

Instructions

Number of new
participants
started this
reporting period?

Count all new participants per prevention education
program one time per fiscal year. i.e. If you conduct All
Stars in October with 23 students and 2 joins in
November, count 23 students in October and 2 in
November. If you conduct Project Alert in February,
count all participants one time per fiscal year regardless
of whether they attended your October All Stars
program.
Enter Yes or No. Do your best to get counts exact but
be honest if they are not.
Count the number of new participants by Male, Female
or Gender Unknown (if applicable)
Enter attendees by age ranges while the sum will autocalculate. If you do not enter a matching number
calculated for age as was calculated for gender, you will
get a RED number. Make changes until the number is
no longer red.
Enter attendees by Hispanic origin while the sum will
auto-calculate. Choices include: Hispanic or Latino, Not
Hispanic or Latino, Hispanic Origin Unknown.

Are counts
exact?
New Participants
by gender:
Attendees by Age
0-65 + Count:

Attendees by
Hispanic Origin
Count:

Attendees by
Racial category
count:

If you do not enter a matching number calculated for
Hispanic origin as was calculated for gender and age,
you will get a RED number. Make changes until the
number is no longer red.
Enter attendees by racial category while the sum will
auto-calculate. Choices include: American Indian or
Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African American, Native
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, White, Multiracial
(more than one race) and Race unknown.

If you do not enter a matching number calculated for
age as was calculated for gender, age and Hispanic
origin, you will get a RED number. Make changes until
the number is no longer red.
Number of new
Count how many prevention education classes you
groups completed completed (conducting 80% of the lessons). i.e. If you
this reporting
completed 2 All Stars classes and 3 Project Alert
period
classes in October but started another Too Good for
Drugs class on October 30, you would only enter 5
completed classes (instead of the 6 you conducted).
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16

Number of
individuals
completed this
reporting period

Count the number of participants who have completed
at least 80% of the lessons. i.e. If you have 60 students
who attended your 2 All Stars classes but only 52
attended 80% of the lessons, then count 52.

Save your data every time by pressing Save on the bottom center of the screen.
Remember that within each month, the numbers will not auto-calculate and must be added
manually as necessary.
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Reach Data Entry – for Community Based Process
Step 1
After updating the ‘Select reporting period’ drop down box with the appropriate reporting period,
click on the About Intervention reporting option.
Community Based Process - About Intervention Requirement

Click on the
About
Intervention Drop
Down Drawer to
access items to
complete.
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Step 2
After clicking on About Intervention, make sure to click on Edit at the bottom of the drawer to
make changes to the options. For about Intervention there are two options for Question 1.

ECCO
Question
Question
Number
1
Was this intervention
active during this
reporting period?

Instructions
Answer: Yes
Action: Save and Completed Required Reporting
Elements
Answer: No
Action: Save and proceed to next intervention to report
on

Community Based Process - About Intervention Option

Select either Yes or No
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Community Based Process – Master Total Reach
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Instructions for Completing Reach
Community Based Process
ECCO
Question
Question
Number
2
Number of new
participants started
this reporting period?

3

Are counts exact?

4

New Participants
reached by gender:
New Attendees by age
0-65+ Count:

5

Instructions
Count all new participants per intervention one time per
fiscal year. i.e. If you attend 3 coalition/task
force/collaboratives per month, enter any new attendees
one time per fiscal year. You may work with the same
person on 2 of the 3 coalitions and it is acceptable to
count that person the first time they attend both
meetings because they are attending a different
coalition/task force/collaborative. You cannot count
them again in the next month because they are not a
new attendee.
Enter Yes or No. Do your best to get counts exact but
be honest if they are not.
Count the number of new participants by Male, Female
or Gender Unknown (if applicable).
Enter attendees by age ranges while the sum will autocalculate. If you do not enter a matching number
calculated for age as was calculated for gender, you will
get a RED number. Make changes until the number is
no longer red.
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6

New Attendees by
Hispanic Origin Count:

7

New Attendees by
Racial category count:

Enter attendees by Hispanic origin while the sum will
auto-calculate. Choices include: Hispanic or Latino, Not
Hispanic or Latino, Hispanic Origin Unknown
If you do not enter a matching number calculated for
Hispanic origin as was calculated for gender and age,
you will get a RED number. Make changes until the
number is no longer red.
Enter attendees by racial category while the sum will
auto-calculate. Choices include: American Indian or
Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African American, Native
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, White, Multiracial
(more than one race), and Race Unknown
If you do not enter a matching number calculated for
age as was calculated for gender, age and Hispanic
origin, you will get a RED number. Make changes until
the number is no longer red.

Save your data every time by pressing Save on the bottom center of the screen.
Remember that within each month, the numbers will not auto-calculate and must be added
manually as necessary.
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Reach Data Entry – for Environmental Strategies
Step 1
After updating the ‘Select reporting period’ drop down box with the appropriate reporting period,
click on the About Intervention reporting option.
Environmental – About Intervention

Step 2
After clicking on About Intervention, make sure to click on Edit at the bottom of the drawer to
make changes to the options. For About Intervention there are two options for Question 1 and a
possible follow up questions.

ECCO
Question
Number
1

Question

Was this intervention
active during this
reporting period?

Instructions

If answer is YES
Action: Save and Complete Required Reporting
Elements
If answer is No – Action: Save and proceed to next
intervention to report on.
If answer was YES answer Question 2.
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2

3
4
5

Service
groups/populations
served by intervention?
(Select all that apply)
Number of Planning
Meetings?
Number of New
Partners/Organizations?
Type of Partners
Engaged?

Under 2.1 choose the counties that were served
from those that were entered in the Intervention
Profile
Indicate the number of Planning Meetings in this
reporting period
Indicate the number of New
Partners/Organizations in this reporting period
Indicate the type of Partner engaged in this
reporting period

Please make sure to click the save button after you complete each section

Step 3
After completing the About Intervention Section, it is now time to click on the Reach area of
ECCO and Report on the activities requested on the screen and as indicated on the screen
capture below. Make sure to Save to progress.
Environmental – Master Total Reach
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Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Master Total Reach
ECCO
Question
Number
6

7
8
9

10

Question

Instructions

Number of new
participants
started this
reporting period?

Count all new participants per strategy implemented one
time per fiscal year. i.e. If you implement Responsible
Beverage Training with 23 attendees in October and 2
join in November, count 23 students in October and 2 in
November.
Enter Yes or No. Do your best to get counts exact but
be honest if they are not.
Count the number of new participants by Male, Female
or Gender Unknown (if applicable)
Enter attendees by age ranges while the sum will autocalculate. If you do not enter a matching number
calculated for age as was calculated for gender, you will
get a RED number. Make changes until the number is
no longer red.
Enter attendees by Hispanic origin while the sum will
auto-calculate. Choices include: Hispanic or Latino, Not
Hispanic or Latino, Hispanic Origin Unknown.

Are counts
exact?
New Participants
by gender
Attendees by age
0-65+

Attendees by
Hispanic Origin
Count
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11

Attendees by
Racial category
count

If you do not enter a matching number calculated for
Hispanic origin as was calculated for gender and age,
you will get a RED number. Make changes until the
number is no longer red.
Enter attendees by racial category while the sum will
auto-calculate. Choices include: American Indian or
Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African American, Native
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, White, Multiracial
(more than one race), and Race Unknown.
If you do not enter a matching number calculated for
age as was calculated for gender, age and Hispanic
origin, you will get a RED number. Make changes until
the number is no longer red.

*Reach questions are worded slightly differently on the example than in the instructions. The
instructions reflect the most recent wording on ECCO.
Save your data every time by pressing Save on the bottom center of the screen. Remember
that within each month, the numbers will not auto-calculate and must be added manually as
necessary.
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Environmental – Training of Environmental Influencers

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Training of Environmental Influencers
ECCO
Question
Number
12

13

14

15

Question

Instructions

Number of new
training groups
started this
reporting period?
What were the
format(s) of the
training of
environmental
influencers this
reporting period?
(Select all that
apply.)

Indicate the number of new groups trained this reporting
period.

For which new
groups did
training
commence this
reporting period?
Training Topic

Select the format(s) of the training setting (Choose all
that apply):
• Individual
• Small group (2-9)
• Large group (10-49)
• Extra-large group (50+)
• Web-based
• Other (Describe)
Indicate the groups that new training started for.

Include the training topic provided for the new groups.
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ECCO Process Evaluation Dashboard Screen Capture
Environmental – Policy Review, Enactment, or Modification

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Policy Review, Enactment, or Modification
ECCO
Question
Number
16

17

18

Question

Number of new
organizations/agencies
engaged to review, enact, or
modify policies?
What type of new
organizations/agencies did
you engage to review, enact,
or modify policies?
What type of policies did you
work to review, enact, or
modify? (Select)

Instructions

Indicate the number of new
organizations/agencies that were engaged to
review, enact or modify policy this reporting
period.
Include the organizational or agency type that
was engaged.

Select the policies(s) that were impacted
(Choose all that apply):
• Retail access
• Social access
• Consumption of substances in public
places
• Regulations on alcohol or prescription
drug advertising and billboard
placements in the community
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•

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Number of policy makers
contacted this reporting
period?
Was the policy review,
enactment, or modification
completed this reporting
period?
Number of
policies/protocols/ordinances
reviewed?
Number of
policies/protocols/ordinances
modified?
Number of new
policies/protocols/ordinances
enacted?
Number of
policies/protocols/ordinances
in planning/production?
Number of violations?

Establish school, workplace, or
organizational policies related to
substance use
• Reduce the problems/consequences
associated with substance abuse
• Other (Describe)
Indicate the number of policy makers contacted
this reporting period.
If Answer is yes, upload policy review result,
new policy language, and/or policy
modification language.
Indicate the number of
policies/protocols/ordinances that were
reviewed during this reporting period.
Indicate the number of
policies/protocols/ordinances that were
modified during this reporting period.
Indicate the number of new
policies/protocols/ordinances enacted during
this reporting period
Indicate the number of
policies/protocols/ordinances in
planning/production during this reporting
period.
Indicate the number of violations during this
reporting period.

Environmental – Support for Enforcement
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Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Support for Enforcement
ECCO
Question
Number
26

27

28

29

Question

Instructions

Number of new
organizations/agencies
engaged with to
support enforcement
efforts?
What type of new
organizations/agencies
did you engage with to
support enforcement
efforts?
Which of the following
type of policies did you
support enforcement
of this reporting
period?

Indicate the number of new organizations/agencies
that were engaged to support enforcement efforts
this reporting period.

How did you support
enforcement of this
policy?

Include the organizational or agency type that was
engaged.

Select the policies(s) that were impacted (Choose
all that apply):
•
•
•
•

Retail access
Social access
Consumption of substances in public places
Regulations on alcohol or prescription drug
advertising and billboard placements in the
community
• Establish school, workplace, or
organizational policies related to substance
use
• Reduce the problems/consequences
associated with substance abuse
• Other (Describe)
Describe the type of support that was delivered.
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Environmental – Communication Campaign

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Communication Campaign
ECCO
Question
Number
30

31

32

Question

Instructions

Number of new
organizations/agencies
engaged with to
develop and/or
implement
communication
campaign?
What type of new
organizations/agencies
did you engage with to
develop and/or
implement
communication
campaign?
What is the target
audience for your
communication

Indicate the number of new organizations/agencies
that were engaged to implement communication
campaigns this reporting period.

Include the organizational or agency type that was
engaged.

Indicate the target audience for the communication
campaign (indicate all that applies):
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campaign? (Select all
that apply.)

33

34

35

36

37
38

Briefly describe how
you engaged the
target audience in the
campaign
development and/or
implementation this
reporting period.
What is the target of
your communication
campaign? (Select)

What type of policy
are you working to
implement, modify, or
enforce with this
communication
campaign?

Was this
communication
campaign locally
developed?
Communication
campaign name
Were new
communication
campaign materials
developed this
reporting period?

• Middle school students
• High school students
• College students
• Parents
• Other (Describe.)
Describe how the target audience was engaged.

Indicate the target of your communication
campaign:
•
•

Social Norms
Support for Prevention

Select the policies(s) that were impacted (Choose
all that apply):
•
•
•
•

Retail access
Social access
Consumption of substances in public places
Regulations on alcohol or prescription drug
advertising and billboard placements in the
community
• Establish school, workplace, or
organizational policies related to substance
use
• Reduce the problems/consequences
associated with substance abuse
• Other (Describe)
Indicate either Yes or No

Indicate the formal name of the communications
campaign.
If yes, upload print materials and links to multimedia materials.
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The Environmental Section of ECCO also includes reporting options for the following activities
listed under Communication Campaigns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radio PSAs
Television PSAs
Print Ads
Posters
Letters to the editor
Billboards
Banners
Websites
Social Media
Press Release
Other Information Dissemination
Upload materials

The following pages in the ECCO Manual provides user documentation to access reporting for
these features.
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Environmental – Communication Campaigns – Radio PSAs

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Communication Campaigns – Radio PSAs
ECCO
Question
Number
39

39a

39b

Question

Instructions

Number of new
radio ads created
this reporting
period?
Number of radio
ads aired this
reporting period?

Indicate number of radio ads completed.

Number of
individual times
radio ads aired
this reporting
period?

How many individual times was the radio ad aired?

Indicate the number of radio ads aired.
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39c

39d

39e

39f

Number of
different stations
on which radio
ads aired this
reporting period?
Names of
stations on which
radio ads aired
during this
reporting period?
Provide any
information you
have on the
reach of the radio
ads. This could
include
information
provided by the
radio stations or
advertising
agency on ratings
points; the
average number
of viewers at the
time the ads
aired; the
geographic area
where the ads
aired; and the
target audience
of the related
radio programs.
What is the
estimated new
reach of the radio
ads this reporting
period?

Indicate number of stations that the ads appeared on.

Include the names of the stations which the radio ads
aired on.

Include statistical information about reach provided by
formal and informal sources.

During the new month, what is the estimated reach for
the radio ads.
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Environmental – Communication Campaigns – Television PSAs

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Communication Campaigns – Television PSAs
ECCO
Question
Number
40

Question

Instructions

Number of TV
ads created this
reporting period?

Indicate number of TV ads completed.

40a

Number of TV
ads aired this
reporting period?

Indicate the number of TV ads aired.

40b

Number of
individual times
TV ads aired this
reporting period?

How many individual times was the TV ad aired?
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40c

40d

40e

40f

Number of
different stations
on which TV ads
aired during this
reporting period?
Names of
stations on which
TV ads aired
during this
reporting period?
Provide any
information you
have on the
reach of the TV
ads. This could
include
information
provided by the
television stations
or advertising
agency on ratings
points; the
average number
of viewers at the
time the ads
aired; the
geographic area
where the ads
aired; and the
target audience
of the related
television
programs.
What is the
estimated new
reach of the TV
ads this reporting
period?

Indicate number of stations that the ads appeared on.

Include the names of the stations which the radio ads
aired on.

Include statistical information about reach provided by
formal and informal sources.

During the new month, what is the estimated reach for
the TV ads.
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Environmental – Communication Campaigns – Print Ads

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Communication Campaigns – Print Ads
ECCO
Question
Number
41

41a

41b.

Question

Number of print
ads created
during this
reporting period?
Number of print
ads published
during this
reporting period?
Number of
individual times
the print ads ran
during this
reporting period?

Instructions

Indicate number of print ads completed.

Indicate the number of print ads aired.

How many individual times was the print ads aired?
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41c

41d

41e

41f

Number of
different
publications in
which the ad(s)
ran during this
reporting period?
Names of
publications in
which ad(s) ran
during this
reporting period?
Provide any
information you
have on the
reach of the print
ads. This could
include
information
provided by the
newspaper or
magazine on its
average
readership, the
geographic area
in which the
publication was
distributed, and
the target
audience of the
publication.
What is the
estimated new
reach of the print
ads this reporting
period?

Indicate number of publications that the ads appeared
on.

Include the names of the publications which the ads
aired on.

Include statistical information about reach provided by
formal and informal sources.

During the new month, what is the estimated reach for
the print ads.
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Environmental – Communication Campaigns – Posters

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Communication Campaigns – Posters
ECCO
Question
Number
42

42a

42b

42.0.c

Question

Number or
prevention
posters created
this reporting
period?
Number of
prevention
posters
distributed this
reporting period?
Number of
prevention
posters displayed
this reporting
period?
Location/Setting

Instructions

Indicate number of prevention posters created.

Indicate the number of prevention posters distributed.

How many prevention posters were displayed this
reporting period?

Indicate the location/setting that the poster appeared in.
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42d

42e

Provide any
information you
have on the
reach of the
posters. (If
displayed in
schools or other
specific venues,
estimate reach
based on student
population or
number of clients
an organization
serves per
month, etc.).
What is the
estimated new
reach during this
reporting period?

Indicated information on the population the poster may
reach.

During the new month, what is the estimated new reach
for the radio ads.

Environmental – Communication Campaigns – Letters to the editor
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Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Communication Campaigns – Letters to the editor
ECCO
Question
Number
43

43a

43b

43c

Question

Instructions

Number of letters
to the editor of
the local
newspaper or
community
newsletters sent
this reporting
period?
Number of letters
to the editor of
the local
newspaper or
community
newsletters
published this
reporting period?
Names of
publications

Indicate the number of letters to the editor that were
submitted.

Provide any
information you
have on the
reach of the
letters this
reporting period.
This could
include
information
provided by the
newspaper or
magazine on its
average
readership, the
geographic area
in which the
publication was
distributed.

Provide any information you have on the reach of the
letters this reporting period.

Indicate the number of letters to the editor that were
published.

Names of the newspapers/community newsletters
where the letters to the editor were published.
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Environmental – Communication Campaigns – Billboards

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Communication Campaigns – Billboards
ECCO
Question
Number
44

44a

44b

44.0.c

Question

Instructions

Number of
billboards created
this reporting
period?
Number of
billboards
displayed during
this reporting
period?
Number of weeks
during which
billboards were
displayed during
this reporting
period?
Location/Setting

How many new billboards were installed?

Total number of billboards displayed this reporting
period.

What is the total number of weeks the billboards were
displayed this reporting period (combined)?

Indicate the geographic setting where the billboards
were displayed.
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44d

44e

Provide any
information you
have on the
reach of the
billboards.
What is the
estimated new
reach of the
billboards this
reporting period?

What is the reach of the billboard message (traffic count,
etc.)?

What is the new reach of the billboard this reporting
period?

Environmental – Communication Campaigns – Banners

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Communication Campaigns – Banners

ECCO
Question
Number
45

Question

Instructions

Number of
banners created
during this
reporting period?

How many new banners were installed?
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45a

45b

45.0.c

45d

45e

Number of
banners
displayed during
this reporting
period?
Number of weeks
during which
banners were
displayed during
this reporting
period?
Location/Setting

Total number of banners displayed this reporting period.

Provide any
information you
have on the
reach of the
banners
displayed during
this reporting
period.
What is the
estimated new
reach of the
banners this
reporting period?

What is the reach of the banner message displayed?

What is the total number of weeks the banners were
displayed this reporting period (combined)?

Indicate the geographic setting where the banners were
displayed.

What is the new reach of the banner this reporting
period?
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Environmental – Communication Campaigns – Websites

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Communication Campaigns – Websites
ECCO
Question
Number
46

46a

46b

46c

Question

Instructions

Number of visits
to website during
this reporting
period?
Number of new
(as compared
with returning)
visitors during
this reporting
period?
Total number of
unique page
views during this
reporting period?
Average amount
of time spent on
the website
during this
reporting period?

Indicate the number of visits to the website during this
reporting period?

How many new visitors were tracked by the website
during the current reporting period?

Report the number of unique page visits during the
reporting period.

Include the average amount of time spent browsing the
website.
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Environmental – Communication Campaigns – Social Media

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Communication Campaigns – Social Media
ECCO
Question
Number
47.0

Question

Instructions

Social Media
Type (Select one)

Select the Social Media Type from the drop-down box:
• Facebook
• Twitter
• Instagram
• Other (Describe)
Indicate the specific name of the Social Media Account
(for example: Yadkin County Lock Your Meds, etc.)

47.0.a

Social Media
Account Name

47.0.b

Number of unique How many unique social media posts occurred this
posts this
reporting period
reporting period?

47.0.c

Number of new
impressions this
reporting period?

How many impressions were tracked via social media
posts this reporting period?
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47.0.d

Number of new
followers this
reporting period?

Indicate the new number of followers recorded this
reporting period.

47.0.e

Number of new
likes this
reporting period?

How many new likes did the page receive during the
reporting period?

47.0.f

Number of new
shares?

Indicate the number of new shares recorded during the
reporting period.

Environmental
Communication Campaigns – Press release
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Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Communication Campaigns – Press release
ECCO
Question
Number
48

48a

48b

48c

Question

Number of press
releases created
this reporting
period?
Number of press
releases
published this
reporting period?
Provide any
information you
have on the
reach of the
press release(s).
This could
include
information
provided by the
publication on its
average
readership, the
geographic area
in which the
publication was
distributed, and
the target
audience of the
publication.
Estimated new
reach this
reporting period?

Instructions

How many press releases were created during the
reporting period?

Indicate the number of press releases published during
the reporting period.

Provide any information you have on the reach of the
press releases this reporting period.

What was the total reach for press releases during the
reporting period?
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Environmental
Communication Campaigns – Other Information Dissemination

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Communication Campaigns – Other Information Dissemination
ECCO
Question
Number
49.0

Question

Instructions

Name of material

49.0.a

Number created
this reporting
period?

49.0.b

Number
disseminated this
reporting period?
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Environmental
Prescription Drop Boxes & Medicine Safes

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Prescription Drop Boxes & Medicine Safes
ECCO
Question
Number
50.a

50.0.b.
51

51a

52

53

Question

Instructions

Number of drop
boxes included in
program?

Indicate number of drop boxes included in program?

Location/Setting
Provide any
information
regarding the
reach of your
drop box program
What is the
estimated new
reach of your
drop box program
this reporting
period?
Number of drug
lock boxes or
medicine safes
distributed this
reporting period?
Number of drug
“Take Back”
events you

Include the location of the included drop boxes.
Include any counts/usage data regarding the provided
drop boxes.

What is the estimated new reach of your drop box
program this reporting period?

How many drug lock boxes or medicine safes were
distributed this reporting period?

Indicate number of events participated in.
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54.a

54.b

participated in
this reporting
period?
Number of
participants
(people dropping
off medications)
during “Take
Back” event this
reporting period?
Pounds of
medication
collected during
“Take Back”
events this
reporting period?
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Number of
chemical disposal
kits distributed?
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Number of
chemical disposal
demonstrations
provided?
List the groups
who received
demonstrations?
Number
registered for the
PDMP/CSRS
system?
Number of
increased use for
PDMD/CSRS
system (should
be a whole
number)?
Number of
cabinet
installations?
Number of
cabinet
installation
policies?
Number of Safer
Prescriber
Trainings held?
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58

59

60

61

62

How many participants were involved in Take Back
events?

What was the total pounds of medication collected
during the Take Back event?
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Environmental
Other Environmental Interventions

Instructions for Completing Reach
Environmental
Other Environmental Interventions
ECCO
Question
Number
63

64

65

Question

Instructions

Are you reporting Include information about Other Environmental
on an
Strategies.
intervention that
does not fall into
the categories of
policy,
enforcement,
training or
environmental
influencers or
social norms
campaign, or safe
storage and
disposal?
Number of Action
Plans created
with youth?

Number of
Strategies
chosen/enacted
by youth?
99

66

67

68

Number of youth
conducted ATOD
prevention
events?
Number of
businesses
completed a Safe
Storage Pledge?
Number of
businesses
following a Safe
Storage pledge?

Environmental
Alcohol Strategies
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Environmental
Alcohol Strategies
ECCO
Question
Number
69

Question

Number of Alcohol
Purchase Surveys
conducted?

70

Number of age
testing violations
conducted?

71

Number of
compliance checks
supported?

72

Number of retailers
using ID scanner?

73

Number of retailers
participating in
mystery shop
program?
Number of
retailers/businesses
checked
(compliance
checks)?
Number of RBS
trainings
supported?

74

75

Instructions

76

Number of social
host violations?

77

Number of
publicized sobriety
check points?

78

Number of
warnings given?

79

Number of retailers
who passed?
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80

Number of retailers
who failed?

Reach Data Entry – for Information Dissemination
Step 1
After clicking on About Intervention, make sure to click on Edit at the bottom of the drawer to
make changes to the options. For about Intervention there are two options for Question 1.

Information Dissemination - About Intervention Option

Select either Yes or No

ECCO
Question
Question
Number
1
Was this intervention
active during this
reporting period?

Instructions
If the answer is YES. Action: Save and completed
required Reporting Elements
If your answer is NO. Action: Save and proceed to the
next intervention to report on.
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Information Dissemination – Master Total Reach
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Information Dissemination
ECCO
Question
Question
Number
5
Number of new
participants started
this reporting period?

6

Are counts exact?

7

New participants by
gender:
Attendees by age 065+ Count:

8

Instructions
Count all new participants per intervention one time per
fiscal year. i.e. If you attend 3 coalition/task
force/collaboratives per month, enter any new attendees
one time per fiscal year. You may work with the same
person on 2 of the 3 coalitions and it is acceptable to
count that person the first time they attend both
meetings because they are attending a different
coalition/task force/collaborative. You cannot count
them again in the next month because they are not a
new attendee.
Enter Yes or No. Do your best to get counts exact but
be honest if they are not.
Count the number of new participants by Male, Female
or Gender Unknown (if applicable).
Enter attendees by age ranges while the sum will autocalculate. If you do not enter a matching number
calculated for age as was calculated for gender, you will
get a RED number. Make changes until the number is
no longer red.
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9

Attendees by Hispanic
Origin Count:

Enter attendees by Hispanic origin while the sum will
auto-calculate. Choices include: Hispanic or Latino, Not
Hispanic or Latino, Hispanic Origin Unknown
If you do not enter a matching number calculated for
Hispanic origin as was calculated for gender and age,
you will get a RED number. Make changes until the
number is no longer red.
10
Attendees by Racial
Enter attendees by racial category while the sum will
category count:
auto-calculate. Choices include: American Indian or
Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African American, Native
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, White, Multiracial
(more than one race), and Race unknown
If you do not enter a matching number calculated for
age as was calculated for gender, age and Hispanic
origin, you will get a RED number. Make changes until
the number is no longer red.
*Reach questions may be worded slightly differently on the example than in the instructions.
The instructions reflect the most recent wording on ECCO.
Save your data every time by pressing Save on the bottom center of the screen.
Remember that within each month, the numbers will not auto-calculate and must be added
manually as necessary.
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Reach Data Entry – for Alternative Activities
Step 1
After clicking on About Intervention, make sure to click on Edit at the bottom of the drawer to
make changes to the options. For About Intervention there are two options for Question 1.

Alternative Activities – About Intervention

Select either Yes or No

ECCO
Question
Question
Number
1
Was this intervention
active during this
reporting period?

Instructions
If the answer is YES. Action: Save and completed
required reporting elements
If the answer is NO. Save and proceed to the next
intervention.

Alternative Activities – Master Total Reach
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Alternative
ECCO
Question
Question
Instructions
Number
2
Number of new
Count all new participants per intervention one time per
participants started this fiscal year. i.e. If you attend 3 coalition/task
reporting period?
force/collaboratives per month, enter any new attendees
one time per fiscal year. You may work with the same
person on 2 of the 3 coalitions and it is acceptable to
count that person the first time they attend both
meetings because they are attending a different
coalition/task force/collaborative. You cannot count
them again in the next month because they are not a
new attendee.
3
Are counts exact?
Enter Yes or No. Do your best to get counts exact but
be honest if they are not.
4
New participants by
Count the number of new participants by Male, Female
gender:
or Gender Unknown (if applicable).
5
Attendees by age 0Enter attendees by age ranges while the sum will auto65+ Count:
calculate. If you do not enter a matching number
calculated for age as was calculated for gender, you will
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get a RED number. Make changes until the number is
no longer red.
6
Attendees by Hispanic Enter attendees by Hispanic origin while the sum will
Origin Count:
auto-calculate. Choices include: Hispanic or Latino, Not
Hispanic or Latino, Hispanic Origin Unknown
If you do not enter a matching number calculated for
Hispanic origin as was calculated for gender and age,
you will get a RED number. Make changes until the
number is no longer red.
7
Attendees by Racial
Enter attendees by racial category while the sum will
category count:
auto-calculate. Choices include: American Indian or
Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African American, Native
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, White, Multiracial
(more than one race), and Race Unknown
If you do not enter a matching number calculated for
age as was calculated for gender, age and Hispanic
origin, you will get a RED number. Make changes until
the number is no longer red.
*Reach questions may be worded slightly differently on the example than in the instructions.
The instructions reflect the most recent wording on ECCO.
Save your data every time by pressing Save on the bottom center of the screen.
Remember that within each month, the numbers will not auto-calculate and must be added
manually as necessary.
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